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Presenting information on behalf of a
university means getting details right.
There’s reputation at risk. And in the
current highly-competitive marketplace
for students, for research funding and
for better league table positions, the
stakes are higher. Every printed or onscreen word and image has to chime with
future aspirations of our institutions, to
build trust and to best position our seats
of learning at the pinnacle of academic
endeavour and student experience.
Today's universities are truly global. Our
students, staff and partners come from
all over the world. Many UK institutions
have satelllite campuses overseas or are
looking at expanding into other countries.
And with that come the challenges of
multi-lingual communications.
For your teams that might mean designing
and printing languages that none of you
are able to read, handling scripts that

read from right to left and needing plugins or work-arounds for English InDesign,
font clashes, different typesetting
conventions… All sorts.
It means thinking about how and where
some of your jobs are produced and adds
considerable dependencies on colleagues
outside of your direct management, such
as in translation and localisation.
This article focuses on how ACPME
members from South Wales are promoting
and facilitating the use of Welsh under
new Welsh Language Standards – which
(among other things) require every piece
of communication to be published in both
English and Welsh.
Using Welsh is no longer a marketing
decision in Wales. It's government driven,
with imminent deadlines for compliance,
and aimed to promote the national
language by make it easier for Welsh
people to use it in their day-to-day lives.
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BETH SY’N YMWNEUD YNG

NGHYMRU?
Living at the London-end of the M4, I’d
heard of new Welsh Language Standards,
but I didn’t know much about what they
mean for our members. I’d noticed Welsh
email signatures grow, but knew very little.

KEY TO SPEAKERS
RB Rebecca Bloyce,

Commercial Services Manager,
Cardiff Metropolitan University
PD Peter Davey, Print and Design

Keen to discover more, I popped across
the Severn Bridge to chat with three
ACPME print managers and their teams
about how they’re championing Welsh
and being impacted by compliance
with addtional duties under the Welsh
Language Standards.

Manager, University of South Wales
GD Gerwyn Davies

(Welsh-speaking) Designer,
University of South Wales
Graphic Services Manager,
Cardiff University

University of South
Wales also prints two
versions, however their
Welsh version is shorter.
It contains all course
listings, but only full
details for the courses
taught in Welsh
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programmes

However, a prospectus can only go so
far, and the best way to gain an insight
into life at Cardiff University is to come
and visit us. We wish you every success
with your studies.
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In a nutshell, what are

What does this mean for

Welsh Standards about?

your units in practice?

The Welsh Language (Wales)
Measure 2011 established
a legal framework to impose
a duty on organisations, like
Higher Education institutions
or corporations, to comply with
standards of conduct on the
Welsh Language.
The duties, which come from the
Standards, mean organisations
should not treat the Welsh
language less favourably than
English and promote and
facilitate the use of Welsh.
Essentially, making it easier for
people to use Welsh in their dayto-day-life.

PD

Prosbectws

Dewch i rannu Profiad Caerdydd

RB

 The welcome
message is rightly
Welsh first at Cardiff
Metropolitan University's
Landaff site

CJ Clare Johnston,

 Cardiff University’s
whole prospectus is
designed and printed
in full in both Welsh and
English – with different
length print runs for
each language, based on
anticipated take-up

 Welsh first on all new
dual language signage.
The university name is
still English first and bold
because the logo
is aimed at an
international audience
 Welsh Standards
mean that banners like
this will need to be dual
language (where’s the
room?) or, more likely,
there will be two banners
saying the same thing.
The Welsh version will
need to be positioned so
that it is viewed first too

Croeso

OVER COFFEE | WELSH STANDARDS

SO. WHAT’S OCCURRING IN WALES?

The Standards specify
regulations for HE institutions
that affect everything we do –
service delivery, policy making,
operations, promoting ourselves
and record keeping.
The Welsh Language
Commissioner issues each
Compliance Notice which lists
the standards that organisations
must adhere to. The earliest
imposition day must be six
months from the date at which
the notice is given. And the
compliance notice is unique to
each organisation.

CJ

Welsh isn't something new. The
University has always taught
and communicated bi-lingually
to an extent. The new Standards
mean facilitating a culture
change internally – we need to
ensure that we’re thinking about
the Welsh language with every
print job so that we can advise
our customers on the best
method of production. We are
the custodians of the Standards.
How can we expect others
to follow if we’re not setting
the example?

RB We are used to printing in Welsh

and English, the new Welsh
Standards are helping to bring
the Welsh language to the
forefront of everything we do.
I think it’s a very positive and
brave move to help to promote
Welsh as part of everyday life.
I have lived in Wales all my life,
but I am not a Welsh speaker.
The Welsh Standard will make
sure that everybody in Wales
hears Welsh spoken regularly
and that the language is put first
in Wales. And rightly so.
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 Dual language
internal signs printed
by Rebecca’s team at
Cardiff Metropolitan
University.
Compliance means
potential signage
work for in-house
print rooms with large
format capability.

Does Welsh come first in all

That said, it is crucial to get
the English version written
correctly before it’s translated
as minor changes can cause
complications and delays if this
is changed at a later stage.

communications and must
dual-language publications
be available?
CJ That is correct. Bilingual

publications must be available
according to the Service Delivery
Standards.

GD

The new Standards give
Welsh more prominence than
previously, in that it is now to
be positioned so that it’s likely to
be read first.
This means changing designs
to facilitate it, but there is a
pragmatic approach being taken.
We're not replacing everything
wholesale. We work well with our
internal design and marketing
team to ensure we’re compliant.

While bi-lingual
education isn't new
to Welsh universities,
most ramped up their
own standards, in
line with the Welsh
Language Scheme
around 1993.
Cardiff University, for
example, introduced
their own language
standards in 1993.
Here's an extract:
6.31 The University's
visual identity
scheme specifies
that all permanent
information signs in
and around University
buildings, except
for internationally
recognised safety
signs, are in Welsh
and English. The size,
equality, legibility and
prominence of text on
signs will respect the
principle of equality
between languages.
Any other signs that
the University is
responsible for such
as highway signs
are fully bilingual. All
new permanent or
temporary ‘internal’
signs produced by
Colleges, Schools and
Departments are fully
bilingual. These include
notice board headings,
door signs, directional
signs, open day signs,
conference signs etc.
All Colleges, Schools
and Departments will
erect bilingual signs
immediately.
All new signs have to
be bi-lingual and Welsh
first by law at every
institution.

Is Welsh a complicated language

If you or your staff aren’t fluent

and does it translate from

Welsh speakers how do you know

English in the same word order?

your translations are exact
and compliant?
PD

We have an internal translation
service which we utilise, there
is also a bank of external Welsh
translation companies we can
access at a cost.

CJ

Our (small) translation unit is the
single source of truth – whatever
version of Welsh they provide is
gospel! Welsh can vary by region.
To ensure the ‘Cardiff University’
tone of voice, we always go with
what Translation provide! And
our designers always treat Welsh
copy as final.

RB

I am a fluent Welsh speaker and
part of the USW design team.
My whole education, other
than a degree in Northampton,
was taught in Welsh. As Clare
mentioned, the way something
is written in West or North Wales
might be very different to here in
the valleys. So while I’m happy
to cast an eye over the odd
phrase, I don’t translate. That’s
a professional skill – akin to
crafting copy and tone of voice
that we leave to other experts.

We have a Welsh Translation Unit
too. They will translate within
a couple of days. Most of our
staff are used to obtaining the
translation as part of the design
process.

GD

While Welsh is the language
of Heaven it's intimidating.
Unlike English, Welsh is full of
mutations – where the beginning,
rather than the end, of words
are modified to indicate
grammatical features.
The sentence structures are
very different too. Where
English is subject-verb-object,
Welsh is one of about nine
percent of the world’s languages
which have the structure
verb-subject-object.
Mutations and word order have
implications for signage and
things like data graphics – where
key words are picked out in
different weights or sizes of type.
The English versions are always
designed first. However, what
looks pleasing in English might
not work in Welsh at all.

CJ

 English version

 Welsh version (required
2018 to be repeated)
Even small design/
translation tasks can be
fiddly, demand expertise
and compromise design.
The literal translation
of ‘Welsh University of
the Year’ – ‘Prifysgol y
Flwyddyn yng Nghymru’
reads back as 'University of
the Year in Wales'. Cardiff
University’s Translation Unit
advised ‘Y Brifysgol Orau
yng Nghymru 2018’ even
though it meant repeating
2018 in the same stamp.

 Dual-language
websites are part of
the Welsh Standard
At the time of publication
most Welsh HE websites
only have versions of their
welcome pages in Welsh.
www.uwtsd.ac.uk has more
Welsh pages than most
Compliance requires
storefronts and image
libraries to be available in
both Welsh and English.
That's some task!

We had an example of just that.
Cardiff University were awarded
‘Welsh University of the Year
2018’ by the Times. Translation
of the logo device wasn’t easy.
The Welsh version needed 2018
twice to make sense. Beside the
English design it looks somewhat
clunky (see left).
There’s always a silver lining
though. We have centres and
departments creating acronyms
galore – often in conjunction
with nasty logos that undermine
our core brand. The duty to
promote Welsh first and to have
dual-language signage is a
catalyst for positive change. It
is now much easier to argue we
shouldn't use acronyms because
the differences in English and
Welsh sentence structure mean
names translate in different
word orders. Our new Marketing
Manager is developing sub-brand
guidelines, working to reduce the

sea of acronyms and to overhaul
signage across our 320 buildings.
Dual-language compliance means
applying rigorous logic.
Do you ever pop English into
Google Translate to get an idea
how long copy will run?
PD

You can. But we never do. Dirty
copy is fraught with risk. Leave
content to experts. You can
check the odd word, but don’t
expect things to make sense.

GD

Your article title is a good
example. The Googled Welsh
'BETH SY’N YMWNEUD YNG
NGHYMRU?' isn’t entirely
wrong, but it doesn’t really
make sense either! There’s no
direct translation of Nessa’s
phrase ‘What’s occurring?’.
The word ‘YMWNEUD’ doesn’t
mean ‘occurring’ (it's more like
‘concerned’). Nice try. But not
quite Carling! Or Brains bitter.
…continued on p10 
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frequently are at higher risk of
impaired gambling control.
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For instance, the circumflex (ˆ) is used
to mark long vowels: â, ê, î, ô, û, ŵŷ, ŷ . It's
seen in words like the name Siân (Jane).
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The acute accent (acen ddyrchafedig),
the grave accent (acen ddisgynedig), the
circumflex (acen grom) and the diaeresis
mark (didolnod) are sometimes used on
Welsh vowels.
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 A series of fonts designed to
contemporise the country’s tourism
materials was commissioned by Welsh
Government from Cardiff and Amsterdambased design studio Smörgåsbord.
Cymru Sans & Wales Sans put the unique
flavour of the Welsh language front
and centre
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While rooted in the Latin alphabet, written Welsh
omits certain Roman stalwarts (j, k, q, v, x, z) and
comprises 28 total characters with the inclusion of
eight digraphs, or letter-combinations (ch, dd, ff, ll,
ng, ph, and th) which don't exist as true ligatures in
many typefaces.
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Word order is also different in Welsh. This again
caused issues. It made it tricky to make the
infographics look as balanced as those in the
English version.
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say they

Instead of a road sign
telling them to dismount,
the Welsh translation
informs them that ‘bladder
disease has returned’.

The titles for each section also had to be made
smaller to fit. The Welsh version looked more wordy
overall and not as clean as the English.
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I encountered an issue straight away, with the
Welsh title being much longer than the English. As
I had no leeway on the page to allow for this I had
no option but to make the Welsh title smaller.
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Once the English design was approved I received
the Welsh text. Inevitably the Welsh was longer.
It invariably is.
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 As if design and print can’t
go wrong in one language. The
English is clear enough to lorry
drivers – but the Welsh reads
‘I am not in the office at the
moment. Send any work to be
translated.’
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For this A4 4-pager the English text was supplied
first. This is the case with all our jobs. Being an
English speaker this makes it much easier to
identify key words within the design – particularly
useful when creating infographics.
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Kath Gould, Senior Graphic Designer (Uwch
Dylunydd Graffeg), at the University of South Wales
talks through a typical design challenge.
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The gambling
industry
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report that new

technology, the level of
maximum stakes, ease of
access, and a lack of ‘social
regulations’ are the biggest causes
of impaired control and addiction.

Barry Diamond, Senior Designer at
Cardiff University recalls 'You have
to watch that typefaces have all the
right glyphs. I remember having to kern
diacritics back over characters in design
jobs or pop text boxes everywhere
at the end of jobs'.
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MULTI-LANGUAGE TIPS

Consider colour coding as option
to help differentiate languages

Get the English copy and design approved first

Make use of pictures and icons – with care

Parallel changes are full of risk and require further
translation and proofing.

A picture can say (and save) a million words.
Icons can also greatly reduce language issues.

Signs in the same colour, font and size, give
drivers the problem of reading the sign quickly
enough in order to gather the information they
need. You don't want people stopping all over
to read your signs.

Schedule meticulously

However, a common pitfall is the use of icons and
images without considering differences in culture.

Don't forget that colour can help to
differentiate one language from another.

It's crucial that icons and images used across
international communications (e.g. your website
or campus) aren't confusing or seen as offensive.

But, don't rely on colour alone – especially
red and green. See accessibilty
recommendations.

Creatives love to design and make new icons
and symbols to impress. These newly-designed
symbols are often not as clear as they need to be.
Try to avoid pictograms that rely on context.

Check fonts for glyphs

You can't miss publication deadlines. Identify
all key milestones and dependencies across
stakeholders. Recognise everything will have
to start much earlier than for one language and
that deadlines will need to be communicated and
respected.
Take control of deadlines
As the producer of design or print you'll be in the
firing line if jobs are late. Don't assume other
parties will handle the planning. Rock those
Gantt charts or make use of project management
software like Trello keeping all stakeholders in
the loop.

Where possible, stick with the most internationally
recognised symbols, such as the traditional man,
woman and wheelchair to signify toilets.

 Schiphol Airport, Amsterdam,
signage by Paul Mijksenaar.
Even in cultures where women do
not wear short dresses, it is hard
to confuse the most common
international symbols

The languages may use the Latin alphabet,
but it doesn't mean they have all the glyphs
necessary.

 Even typography
demands reading and
that takes time

This should be considered when universities
chose a corporate typefaces.
Consider font sizes (particularly online)
When designing a multi-lingual website, it's
important to realise that the font size you
chose for your default language may not be
suitable for all scripts.

Be concise
Translation is charged per word. Concise copy is
easier to design with and more likely to be read.

Languages such as Chinese and Arabic
might be difficult to read at font sizes that
are suitable for languages that use the Latin
alphabet. For those languages, default font
sizes will need to be increased so the text is
legible on screen.

Banish acronyms
Different sentence structures make acronyms a
nonsense. They often translate wrong. No more
labelling your Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences
FASS. This might apply to your own unit.
Avoid online translation
Things can go horribly wrong. Professional
translation will ensure semantic and regional
accuracy as well as the correct tone of voice.

 Colour coding can
provide greater clarity
and function more
immediately

How is translation impacting

…continued from p7 

on schedules? Who decides
what’s top of the pile and the
strategic priority for translation?
PD

Get each language version signed-off by
experts in that language

 Trendy? Maybe. But
sometimes not funny –
not just because when
you've got to go, you have
to know where to go

Departments are encouraged
to plan their work and projects,
ensuring translation is
considered within the planning
structure and allowing sufficient
time for translation and editing.
The internal translation service
decides which work is completed
first, based on deadlines and
volume. However, work can
be sent externally if there is
an urgent deadline. A list of
translation companies can
be found on the USW Welsh
Language website.

Working in non-Latin scripts
As UK universities' markets grow, the need for
non-Latin typography will increase. Handling
unfamilar scripts can be daunting.
Just as there are thousands of Latin typefaces
globalised brands are accelerating the font
choice for most scripts. Some fonts may be
perceived as ugly or not fit for purpose by
the local audience (think Comic Sans). Seek
opinions about what fonts work from your
internatonal colleagues.
If you can't read a script you'll need to think
of text blocks a bit like 'painting by numbers'.
Get clearly labelled PDFs (word files can easily
reflow) that show where text should sit, what
should be bold etc. Always double-check text
and reading direction.
Don't mistake translation for localisation
Remember that while it's one thing getting
a document translated into another language
it doesn't mean that the content will be
appropriate or effective across different
cultures. Properly localised content is key
– and is particularly relevant online where
information may not even reach target
audiences if it is censored by companies'
or governments' firewalls.
Point to online versions
Provide links to translated versions
online and offer on-demand digital colour
communications in hard-copy – a great use
of in-house print equipment.

The more eyes the better. It might look nice
and print without issues – but that's no good
if it's not accurate.

CJ

Who picks up the cost of

As Peter says, it is a challenge.
It necessitates a change in the
way we and colleagues work.
Again, it’s about instilling a
culture change where sufficient
time is built in for translation and
addtional design.
At Cardiff University our
Translation Unit prioritises work
for central departments as it
couldn’t possibly cope with the
demand from our 26 academic
schools. Outside of that, there
are a set of approved external
translation service providers.
We find we are advising
departments on where and how
they can get work translated.

and for teaching – we see this
as a positive part of our image
rather than a cost.

outsourced translation?
CJ

 Arabic and Latin
bilingual typefaces for
the Metro in Riyadh by
Tarek Atrissi Design
Non-Latin communications
present another level of
complexity. Some of the
characters above probably
look unfamilar and, unlike
English and Welsh, the
Arabic text reads from
right-to-left (RTL).
Software, like InDesign, is
getting ever more powerful
at handling multi-lingual
text. For instance, where
documents include (LTR) and
(RTL) text, you can now switch
between the two directions

The content originating from
departments is paid from their
local budgets. Translation
costs per word, so it pays to be
concise. That’s another silverlining. As a university we’re
thinking harder about what we
say and why we’re saying it.
Our designers are trying to use
powerful imagery to save words.
Have you had any extra funding
to develop your capacity to
deliver services in Welsh?

RB

The university is proud to be in
Wales and keen to promote the
Welsh language in print, on-line

PD

We have had extra funding to
recruit a fixed term Standards
Implementation Officer to aid
the implementation process. All
managers across the University
have had at least 18 months
notice prior to receiving our final
Compliance Notice at the end
of September 2017, to aid with
the budgeting process in terms
of translation and ensuring their
teams are able to meet these
standards on a day-to-day basis.
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Do your staff have to answer

CJ

the phone and deal with
A leading
UK university
in a vibrant
capital city

customers ‘Welsh first’
CJ

A

world top 100

Find out more:
universityTel: 029 2087 6000
www.cardiff.ac.uk
(Academic Ranking of World Universities 2017)

cardiffuniug

cardiffuni

95%

Top 5

of graduates enter
employment, further
study or both shortly
after graduating

UK University for
research quality and
2nd for its impact
(Research Excellence Framework (REF) 2014)

1st

(HESA 2015/16)

Top 4

Cardiff is the UK’s
most affordable
university city

Students’ Union
in the UK
(Which? University Student Survey 2017)

(NatWest Student Living
Index 2017)

Guaranteed

place in University
residences for students
accepting their offer on a
firm basis

RB
Prifysgol
flaenllaw yn y DU
mewn prifddinas
fywiog

Prifysgol ymhlith y

PD

100 gorau
Rhagor o wybodaeth:
drwy’r byd
www.caerdydd.ac.uk
Ffôn: 029 2087 6000
(Tabl Cynghrair o Brifysgolion y Byd 2017)

cardiffuniug

Roedd 95%

Ymhlith y 5

o raddedigion mewn
cyflogaeth, addysg
bellach, neu’r ddau
ychydig ar ôl graddio

prifysgol orau yn y DU
am ei hymchwil a’r ail
orau am ei heffaith
(Y Fframwaith Rhagoriaeth Ymchwil (REF) 2014)

1af

Caerdydd yw’r
ddinas brifysgol
fwyaf fforddiadwy
yn y DU
(Mynegai NatWest am Gostau Byw i
Fyfyrwyr 2017)

prifysgolCdydd

(HESA 2015/16)

Undeb y Myfyrwyr
ymhlith y

4 gorau
yn y DU

(Arolwg Myfyrwyr Prifysgol Which? 2017)

Sicrhad

o gael lle yn un o
breswylfeydd y Brifysgol ar
gyfer myfyrwyr sy’n derbyn
eu cynnig yn bendant

Each department is different and
some will have Welsh speakers
and some won’t. Our non-Welsh
speakers can answer the phone
with a short greeting in Welsh –
that’s not too much to learn. The
Standards aren’t about making
life impossible and there’s a
pragmatic approach to what can
and can’t be offered.

If a job applicant applies in
Welsh will the interview etc. be

RB

PD

Two documents or separate
pages – often in a ‘tilt n turn’
publication – tend to be easier
for readers. Things like Council
forms that flick between Welsh
and English can be hard to read.

 When not using
words, try to avoid
pictograms that rely
on context.
Test pictograms out
of context. Seen
alone (away from the
previous spread) it's
hard to make sense of
these signs. Even in
Scotland you need to
know that a sporran
and kilt signify gents

There are free Welsh lessons at
the university. However, they are
in staffs' free time.
Staff can attend community
courses.
Is Welsh something you look
for when recruiting new staff?

PD

It’s handy. Welsh language
proficiency can be written into
Job Adverts/Descriptions as a
‘desirable criteria’.

Again, a common sense
approach is taken. Some
materials are bi-lingual and some
separate English and Welsh.
It very much depends on the
audience and we’re guided by
both our clients and Marketing
to decide on the format. We’re
an international university and
there are instances where Welsh
would be wrong. For instance, if
we are advertising on the London
Underground there’s unlikely to
be Welsh on the poster.

RB

In the case of banners or posters
we normally print two, one in
Welsh and one in English. Our
business cards for example are
double-sided to enable both
languages to be given equal
standing. I think Welsh is such an
important part of our university,
we look for ways to promote it.
For example with our clothing
range we offer a Welsh or

Have you had to create

What does it mean for

web-to-print storefront?

RB

The Welsh Standards include
translation for web and on-line
material, this is something the
university is currently working
towards. The extra cost incurred
may deter some customers.
Budgets are always a factor
for customers.
Assuming Welsh and English
aren’t the same length it must
make integrating pictures with
text harder? How are your
design teams finding this?

CJ

a Welsh first website or

PD

Our clients have to think about
commissioning it even more now!
We tend to work with ratios of
take-up. In the main, we’ll print
about 10–20% in Welsh. You
have to use common sense
– if you’re printing materials for
the National Eisteddfod,
for instance, then they’ll be
mainly in Welsh!
I think it does make people think
about why they’re producing
print now. With the added costs
of translation it makes people
focus more on what they’re doing
and why – which is a good thing!

banners saying the same?

Is there Welsh language training
available to staff?
CJ

Yes. And that might mean a
translator. It’s no different
to when I interviewed a deaf
applicant and we provided a
translator to sign.

both Welsh and English, i.e. two

We’re lucky to have Gerwyn.
If a customer wants to talk in
Welsh he can take the call or pop
through to the shop. The truth is
we have far more challenges with
international students who don’t
speak English or Welsh.

 After English
designs are approved
the Welsh version
often looks slightly
more awkward.
'4 gorau' cannot sit at
the top of its box as a
heading like 'Top 4'

CJ

Do you print deliverables in

CJ

English t-shirt and hoodie – both
are popular.

quantities of design and print?

conducted in Welsh if requested?

Answering the telephone is part
of the Welsh Standards. Working
at the counter, staff can use
Welsh if they are comfortable.
At the moment our staff
answer the phone in English but
I believe shortly we will be adding
some Welsh, e.g. Good Morning,
Bore Da and Good Afternoon,
Prynhawn Da and Goodbye,
Hwyl Fawr.

There are posts for which fluency
in Welsh is essential because of
things like contact with the public
(e.g. translators, press officer).

Just another challenge! We tend
to make the Welsh fit first – if you
know you can crack the Welsh
text, the English version is much
easier as there are fewer words!
The translation team try to
match word counts as closely
as possible. Our marketing team
handle design here. They’re
used to the challenges faced
with two languages.

CJ

RB

We’ll have to by 1 April 2018.
Standard 64 in our Compliance
Notice states ‘You must ensure
that any self-service machines
you have function fully in Welsh’.
Failure to adhere to this standard
can have serious repercussions.
These include personal penalties
on individuals. Our university’s
website as a whole has been
given two years to implement.
We don’t have a web-to-print
storefront. The University
has dual websites. Users can
switch to their language of
preference. We can’t forget
that we’re a global university
and although very proud to be
Welsh, our stakeholders come
from all corners of the globe
and the website is a form of
communication with everyone.

 Welsh versions
of every digital
storefront and selfservice interface
are set to prove
challenging.
Flexible templates
will need to allow dual
language deliverables
to be created.
Hopefully it will be
possible to feed
pricing and data from
common databases
and suppliers will
have the flexibilty to
change things like the
language of pop-up
dialogue messages.

We'll be addressing this in our
adoption of the Welsh Standard.

Diolch yn fawr (thank you very much)
It was eye-opening talking to Welsh ACPME members and
their teams. Compliance will present challenges – from
financial investment to creative design solutions. However,
it will help revive a National language and present business
opportunities too. Renewal of signage and solutions to
bi-lingual communications will mean design and print work.
There's often nowhere better than in-house.
While it was clear that there's huge investment required
to be compliant in time, it was impossible not to notice
that Welsh–English is far from the largest language barrier
in day-to-day Welsh university life. Many international
students don't speak English or Welsh at all. I saw
students arrive in print rooms with memory sticks wanting
urgent service but not knowing how to begin to ask for help.
The staff were all terrific – friendly, helpful and obliging.
What else did I expect? They are part of ACPME and
tremendously proud to serve their staff, students
and communities 
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KICKSTARTING BUSINESS
TRANSFORMATION THROUGH

KEY BENEFITS
• Cuts job preparation
time and production
costs up to 50%

GREATER PRINT EFFICIENCY
 Anne Sharp
UK&I Large Format
Marketing Manager, HP Inc

Print is undergoing a revolution, but the opportunity to
drive business transformation through print efficiency
has never been greater, there are ever growing demands
being made of the print industry, with jobs requiring both
diverse production runs and short turnaround times.

asharp@hp.com
07920 703 485

As always, businesses must
adapt to survive, and thrive, in a
constantly changing environment.
Adopting a simple and efficient
system that can handle both
colour and black and white print
runs of all sizes smoothly, quickly
and cost effectively, is vital. This
in turn offers up transformative
opportunities for businesses,
by freeing up time and capital to
expand their business or offer
customers a new range
of services.
NO COMPROMISE ON

• Prints colour technical
documents at the lowest
cost in the market

CUT COMPLEXITY BY
business opportunities and
increase revenues.
The HP PageWide XL 8000
is the fastest large-format
monochrome and colour printer
ever made.1 The stationary print
bar and accompanying nozzles,
which span the whole printing
width allow an entire page to be
printed in a single pass delivering
print speeds of up to 30 A1 prints
per minute, allowing businesses
to increase their output and
take on additional business
opportunities.

Colour printing has become a
tool of growing importance for
In the past, it wasn’t easy for
businesses today as consumers
large format printers to balance
find colour documents both
quality, speed and cost and you
easier to read and remember.
often had to sacrifice one benefit
This in turn helps to cut down on
for another. Fortunately, HP
human error2, as charts, maps
has now overcome these tradeand plans are easier to interpret.
offs by creating a system that
The fact that the HP PageWide XL
delivers all three. The PageWide
series produces durable, highXL range enables short run, fast
quality outputs with both dark
turnaround works, helping cut
blacks and vivid colours, on a
time to market for critical projects
range of surfaces is a bonus for
and meet customers’ demands.
businesses looking to give their
All models therefore offer ways
customers the variety of print
to cut costs, open up new
options they are looking for.3
SPEED, QUALITY OR COST

• Prints monochrome
technical documents
at the same or lower
cost than comparable
LED printers

As well as saving money – and
avoiding errors – fast, high quality
colour printing also creates new
opportunities for businesses.
With ink costs as low as 30p
for an A2 colour poster, HP
PageWide XL printers allow you
to offer real value for money on
short run promotional posters
and personalisation applications.
This in turn allows businesses to
upsell to existing customers and
win new projects.
With the HP PageWide XL you
can do all your production on one
printer for both monochrome and
colour, with breakthrough speeds
and lower production costs, so
you can deliver jobs more quickly,
improve efficiency and grow
your business, with fast GIS
map and point-of-sale (POS)
poster printing to generate new
revenue streams.
1

P. 6 HP PageWide XL portfolio brochure

According to “Why Colour Matters,”
by Jill Morton, 2010.

2

3
Compared to prints produced with
HP 970/971/980 inks that are fade
and moisture resistant per ISO 11798
Permanence and Durability Methods
certification. For testing criteria,
see hp.com/gopagewidexlclaims.

COMBINING COLOUR AND B&W
By integrating fast colour and
black and white printing into a
single device you can save space
and reduce complexity – it’s one
less printer and half as many
printing supplies to manage.
Operations are therefore
simplified and turnaround times
sped up, which can deliver up
to 50 per cent savings in total
production costs.4 This helps
your business pass on better
prices to customers to help
beat the competition.
The HP PageWide range
can be purchased with HP’s
SmartStream software,
which helps to boost workflow
productivity allowing you to do
jobs in half the time.5 It delivers
super-fast processing and uses
native PDF management with
Adobe PDF Print Engine 4 to
reduce reprints. It simplifies
operations by allowing you to
create presets to bundle all your
desired settings, then reuse
them as necessary.
There is significant scope for
growth in digital inkjet printing,

INK CONSUMPTION
= 1.3ml/poster A2

INK CONSUMPTION
= 1.6ml/poster A2

INK CONSUMPTION
= 1.8ml/poster A2

with Smithers Pira’s report 'The
Future of Inkjet Printing 2017'
predicting growth of an average
of 12.7 per cent globally between
2016 and 2021. It also identifies
high speed inkjet printing as a
particularly dynamic sector. So,
it’s never been a better time to
upgrade to a system that ensures
your business can capitalise on
this growth and keep up with
increasing customer demands.
With business and revenue
growth always a priority for
businesses, investing in a HP
PageWide XL device can help you
transform your business outputs
in a way you haven’t experienced
before. The range delivers
on every front allowing you to
exceed customers’ demands by
providing them a print service

£0.30 of ink

£180 – 775ml
(List price)

£0.37 of ink

£0.42 of ink

that is speedy, flexible and
cost effective. Your customers
will never be more satisfied,
whilst your business reaps the
benefits of reduced costs and
increased profits 

4
Fastest based on internal HP testing
and methodology compared to alternatives
for large-format printing of technical
documents, GIS maps, and point-of-sale
(POS) posters under $200,000 USD
as of March, 2015. Production costs
savings based on comparison to a setup
consisting of one monochrome LED printer
and one color production printer, both
under $150,000 USD, as of April, 2015.
Production costs consist of supplies and
service costs, printer energy costs, and
operator costs. For testing criteria,
see hp.com/go/pagewidexlclaims.
5
Using HP SmartStream software,
job preparation and processing can be
completed in 50% of the time. Conclusion
based on an HP internal test measuring
the time required to extract pages from a
50-page document and print them using
several printers compared with using
equivalent software programs.
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students at Cardiff Met University

Their willingness to develop new
services effectively and to deliver
an exceptional range of products
to our customers.

and developing new services.
We now have three Roland large
format printers and they are
always busy. We believe they are
fantastic machines and it’s
hard to imagine our service
without them.

staff at Cardiff Met University

Do you think of yourselves as

I’ve heard you talk about

pioneering or entrepreneurial?

diversification and your campus

We love new technology. Finding
new solutions to old problems
is exciting. When I started in the
university there was very little
investment in the equipment
and the range was very limited.
The machines were low quality
and unreliable. We now have
a fantastic range of services,
including extensive large format
services, a clothing range,
mug printing, UV printing. Our
strapline is ‘Print on Anything’.

cards as an example? Could you

11,000
1,600
6.5
two
one
three
93
no MIS

equivalent FTE staff in Print Studio

central campus print facilities

digital press

large format machines

machines in MFD fleet

or web-to-print portal

What are your team’s
greatest strengths?

What’s the best investment
or decision you ever made?
Our Roland Large format printer.
Our first machine was purchased
about nine years ago. We saw
that we could offer a new range of
services with Print and Cut. It was
a steep learning curve to begin
with, offering a range of materials

summarise that project.
I think it is important for the
Print Unit to use its strengths to
support the university in as many
ways as possible. Our campus
card, Metcard is an example
of this.
It was important for the card to
have some front line for staff and
students, the system is made
up from a number of smaller
systems such as cashless
software and access control.
The Print Studio has a frontfacing counter and staff who
are very skilled in a wide variety
of software and it made sense
for the university to use these
skills to provide support for the
card, within existing space and
staffing. The Print Studio team
and the Metcard Team work
closely to support the whole
university.

 Rebecca in front
of a wall graphic
displaying the
Print Unit's milestone
achievements
 A warm
Welsh welcome
 Richard trimming
large format print

 captions
 caption
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Could you give an example

As a former ACPME Chair

of a lesson learned the

what have you gained

hard way?

professionally from involvement

There is always a risk with
introducing new lines. We have
had a couple of white elephants
over the years. Photobooks didn’t
work well for us, the vacuum
sublimation press didn’t work
either. But sometimes this is just
a matter of wrong timing and the
same service will be successful
with a few tweaks if you try it a
few months later.

with ACPME?
I loved being involved in the
group from day one. My unit is
not enormous and I was in awe of
many of the managers from larger
universities. However, the people
are so dedicated, everyone
has so much enthusiasm for
print, and happily share their
knowledge.

No. This is within our Comms and
Marketing team.

I felt very honoured to be asked
to lead the group. I definitely
developed myself both personally
and professionally as a result
of that opportunity. If anyone
is thinking about getting more
involved, just give it a go.

Are staff mandated to come

What’s next for your unit?

to you for print through a central

We have a new tender for MFD
and Professional Print equipment
this year so we will be busy.

Are you responsible for central
print purchasing including
the prospectus?

print policy?
We purchase all paper and MFDs
for the university. More recently
printer purchases have been
restricted to encourage staff to
use shared devices.
Do you undertake external work?

It's a very exciting time in the
university, there are new courses
and a very positive energy. The
Print Studio will be looking at how
we can support the students and
the schools during this time 

Yes and we want to develop this
more in the future as this will
make the unit more cost-effective
for the university. We have a great
wide range of services and we
are easy to access.

 Their range of
clothing has been
a huge success
 Gethin at the
‘genius bar’ with their
printed wallpaper in
the background

We love new technology.
Finding new solutions to
old problems is exciting.

 Lauren pressing
one of their hoodies
 Rebecca with the
newest addition – the
UV printer
 Gethin on the
Imagepress
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UNIVERSITY OF SHEFFIELD, PRINT & DESIGN
SOLUTIONS STREAMLINES PRODUCTION WITH

THARSTERN MIS
University in-plant Print and Design Solutions,
within Estates & FM/IT has increased production
capacity, improved their customers’ experience and
introduced a new CRM module after selecting
Tharstern MIS to enhance its operation.
Print & Design Solutions (PDS)
has recently undertaken a
full service and skills review
which included investment in
Tharstern MIS.
The £1.4m turnover business
with 21 employees, produces
print and graphic & digital design
for the University of Sheffield and
some external associations.
The introduction of Tharstern MIS
has helped PDS to reassess their
production operations, realign
the estimating team and improve
service processes.

 Print and Design
Solutions at the University
of Sheffield
 Paul Tetley, Print and
Design Solutions Manager

Paul Tetley, Print and Design
Solutions Manager, explains:
'We have revised all the
estimating processes which
cleared the way for a review
of labour and machine rates,
production speeds and overhead
costs. To give you an example
of how this has impacted, this
has enabled PDS to reduce the
number of consumables, such
as paper/board, envelopes
and finishing materials, from

400 to 150 items. We are now
more efficient in managing and
ordering consumables and stock
which has improved our baseline
costs and has significantly
increased the turnaround of
estimates to customers. We are
currently producing an average of
420 estimates per month with a
62% conversion rate.
The upgrade of the MIS system
and the prompt turnaround
of estimates has noticeably
improved customer service. PDS
turnaround 30% of estimates
in one day, 55% within two days
and the more complex requests
that require external components
within three days.
Improvements made within
the estimating process has
optimised the speed that
estimates are produced thereby
increasing the customer
response rate by 15%.'

We are now more efficient in managing and ordering consumables
and stock which has improved our baseline costs and has
significantly increased the turnaround of estimates to customers.
Preparation was crucial to the
successful implementation of
Tharstern MIS. Paul explains:
'We arranged a number of
exploratory meetings with a range
of suppliers including Tharstern
to discuss our requirements
and establish the deliverables
in scope. After a period of
evaluation our preference was
to continue with Tharstern. We
then arranged a demonstration
of the MIS; Tharstern, in their
delivery recommended additional
modules to suit our requirements
explaining the business benefits.
The final solution included the
modules, Estimating, Estimate
PRO, Events, Job Costing,
Purchase Order Processing,
Stock Control, Intranet Data
Capture and CRM. The CRM
module is a new investment for
us and has enabled PDS to be
more responsive to customers;
and it also provides easy access

to valuable data about our clients
and prospects, their campaigns
and conversations. The MIS
supports our collaborative way
of working, so we are easily
able to share client information
across the Business
Development and Estimating
team and the whole service.'
Paul thoroughly researched
alternative systems and
suppliers before determining
that the continued investment
in Tharstern MIS was the
optimum solution for PDS.
Paul said: 'We have enjoyed
a good working relationship
with Tharstern and have a lot
of confidence in their product
and service. We have been a
customer for over 20 years and
have seen the MIS develop and
evolve over that time. A key
benefit of the upgrade was being
able to install the new MIS whilst

Tharstern was started more than 30 years
ago has a client base of more than 700 users
across the globe. It has 7,000 users of its MIS
and workflow solutions, with a 96% customer
retention rate. The Tharstern MIS software
can be configured to meet the requirements
of clients’ businesses in education and other
different sectors.

continuing to run the existing
version of Tharstern. This
meant that we did not experience
any down time, so estimates
continued to be produced
and there were no breaks in
production or real-time data
capture. A further benefit was
the transfer of data which
was seamless.'
Paul concludes: 'The upgrade
of the Tharstern MIS has been
a major investment for the
service and has been a very
positive experience. The CRM
module provides valuable
customer and prospect data
which supports the development
and growth of the service. The
improved estimating module has
supported our realignment of
resources and has improved
our customers’ experience.’ 

Tharstern works with many other market-leaders,
for example Heidelberg and HP, Manroland,
Komori, Xerox, Esko, Enfocus Switch, Kodak,
Agfa, Konica Minolta and Fuji.
To discover more visit:
www.tharstern.com/acpme
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numbers
Results taken from a recent survey
of the current ACPME membership.
Please note that the answers only
paint a partial picture. Not every
member has responded. Also, no
two units are the same – priorities,
responsibilities and funding models
differ greatly. Doing the best for each
institution unites members.

Focus on

LARGE
FORMAT

96%
offer in-house
large format

83%

Annual large format

TURNOVER

offer in-house large format
to staff, students and
external customers

13%
4%

offer in-house large format
only to staff

currently don’t
offer large format

0–5K

>151K
100–150K

51–100K

£

6–10K

11–25K
26–50K
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SIGNS?

What about

Number of large format

MACHINES
IN UNIT

zero
one
two
three
four
five

FIFTY-SEVEN% SOME
SEVENTEEN% ALL
TWENTY-SIX% NONE YET
produce some of their institution's internal signage

produce all of their institution's signage

don’t currently produce their institution's signage

machines 1%

machines 13%

machines 8%

machines 4%

17% print and cut e.g. stickers
9% print and cut vinyl
30% print and cut, and cut vinyl
PRINTERS

machines 38%

CUTTING SHAPES?

Kind of large format

machine 33%

How about

have a
dedicated
4% flatbed
cutter

9%

don't cut
shapes

% of members
0

10

20

30

Aqueous
Latex
Eco-solvent
Solvent
UV flatbed

40

50

60

70

FIFTY
TWO%
offer 'while
you wait'
large format

FORTY
EIGHT%
don't offer 'while you wait'
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PHOTOPRINTS

Improve Your University’s
Postal Mailing Processes

INDOOR POSTERS

FACTS

CANVASES
PULL-UP BANNERS

AMS
MAILING AD

TEMPORARY SIGNS

WINDOW CONTRAVISION

OR

FABRIC PRINTING
VEHICLE WRAPS

RS

EYELETTED BANNERS

0
OVER 2

Contact us for your free consultation
regarding your current mailing processes

LAMP POST BANNERS

call 01992 460 111

HOARDINGS (PRINTED DIRECT TO BOARD)

M1 colour
envelope printer

www.ams-gb.com email: info@ams-gb.com

RIGID MEDIA (PRINTED DIRECT)
GRAPHIC WALLPAPER

HELLO FROM NEW ACPME MEMBERS

FLOOR GRAPHICS

WAKEFIELD COLLEGE

STICKERS
LABELS

0

50

100%

Laminating

Large format wish list

35% Laminate posters
22% laminate pull-up banners
17% don’t need to laminate

42% said they would invest in a flat bed UV

pull-up banners because the
print is resistant to scuffing

4% add anti-graffiti/damage
laminates to signage

22% don’t laminate
large format at all

SOLUTIO

NG

PR O VI DI

PERMANENT SIGNS

YEA

All of our products can add processing
speed, enhanced performance and a
professional appearance to your
university’s postal mail, call today
to find out more.

POP-UPS & DISPLAY STANDS

NS

A few other

AMS provide a range of envelope
printers and mail wrapping systems
that reduce the time consuming and
costly task of preparing outgoing mail.

BACKLIT POSTERS

F

Large format deliverables produced

IN-HOUSE

OUTDOOR POSTERS

printer for board and signage if they had the funds

17% a solvent-based machine for durability
and flexibility of options

17% a latex printer
8% a flat bed board cutter
4% an inkjet printer
4% a trimmer

My name’s Sam Holt and I’m
Team Leader for Design & Print
here at Wakefield College.
I started as a Graphic Designer in
2006, and developed my career
through my love for print and by
 Sam Holt
expanding my knowledge of the
department’s needs. I still get the opportunity
to design some of the bigger projects, such as
college prospectuses, and love the fact that I can
see jobs from initial concept through to print.
We sit within the Marketing Team here at
Wakefield. The team is led by Stuart Parton (also
now a member). We cover almost everything
in-house, with a dedicated team for marketing,
design, web/multimedia and digital print – there is
very little we need to outsource.

Things are all change for us in the Print Room
at the minute, having just purchased Digital
Storefront. We are in the middle of a hardware
tender for production equipment and recruiting for
a new senior role. We are also looking at relocation
in the near future! A very exciting, if not busy, time
for myself and the team.
We have exciting plans for the department over
the coming years. A relocation to the City Centre
offers the opportunity to expand and to improve
the service we offer the College.
This is the first time we have been part of a group
such as the ACPME. I have only heard great things
about the support and advice on offer. We're
looking forward to playing our part over the
coming months!
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 Clare Johnston,
Graphic Services
Manager, binding
on the Fastback 20

BORE DA

After their maiden conference in Glasgow, we caught up with
new ACPME members Clare Johnston and Kirsty Alexander
from Cardiff University to discover how they are developing
their fledgling print unit.

at a glance

30,000
7,000
six
one
two
fifty one
no MIS

FROM

 Cardiff
University is the
acknowledged
leader of higher
education in
Wales. It's the
principality’s
only member of
the Russell Group
and has two
Nobel Laureates
on its staff

students at Cardiff University

Clare, what's the story behind

staff at Cardiff University

your unit's recent expansion?

digital press

large format machines

machines in MFD fleet

or web-to-print portal

MEMBER PROFILE

equivalent FTE staff in Print Unit

I’ve been the Graphic Services
manager for six years. In the
early days we focused on bulk
photocopying. The move into
wider print services wasn’t a
light bulb moment. The old bread
and butter work was decreasing
and income was reducing. Kirsty
Alexander had joined the team,
as Print Broker, and discussions
started around what equipment
we would need to be able to print
more university work in-house
including business cards, letter
headings and compliment slips.
We visited different print rooms
run by ACPME members,

including Simon at UWE
Bristol and Rebecca at Cardiff
Metropolitan University to see
the range of equipment they had
and to find out what we might buy
as a ‘starter kit’. My line manager
secured some funding from
Academic and Student Support
Services as pump-priming.
The journey had begun.

 Left to right
Mark Barrett,
Senior Graphic
Services
Assistant/
Technical
Coordinator
for Digitisation
Projects,
Clare Johnston,
Graphic Services
Manager,
Diane Gollop,
Senior Graphic
Services Assistant,
Kirsty Alexander,
Print Broker
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What new equipment have
you invested in?
We bought a digital press (Xerox
Versant 80), a wide format printer
(Roland VG-540 54”), a guillotine
(EBA 4860) and a booklet maker
(Morgana BM350).
How would you describe
your approach?
It is about a year since we
installed the new equipment and
we have started with the ‘Steady
as you go’ approach to check
we could cope with demand. We
think we are ready now though
to market our service further
and have enlisted the help of our
Communications & Marketing
department to do so.
How are you planning to expand
your services?
Currently, we have three units
with only six members of staff
which can be challenging.
We have a business case in
progress for a new single location
for the team with an enhanced
‘front-of-house’. We hope to
both achieve some economies
of scale from this but also
potentially expand our role.
What are your team’s
greatest strengths?
Their determination to master
the new machinery and offer a
great service. Also their pride in
producing a quality product.
Do you think of yourselves as
 Phillip Jones, Senior Graphic
Services Assistant, trimming large
format graphics
 In-house work flying off the
Xerox Versant 80
 Diane Gollop sending
files to print
 A view across the print room
in the Arts & Social Studies Building

pioneering or entrepreneurial?
No – just trying to do the best
job possible. Decisions are made
based on conversations with
the whole team and with my line
manager Tracey Stanley

(Deputy University Librarian and
Assistant Director).
Do you undertake external work?
We do, but this is mostly from
customers we have had for years.
I don’t see it as a growth area at
the moment.
What’s the best investment
you’ve made?
We haven’t used our Roland to
its full extent yet, but I think it’s
probably the best/most versatile
bit of kit we own.

I’ve had some sensible
advice from members.
Their help gave me
confidence to tender
for and purchase the
right machinery for
us to start our journey
into the world of print.

Could you give an example
of a lesson or two learned
the hard way?
I probably could, but I’ve blanked
them from my mind.
My motto: Move on, don’t
look back!
Can you give an example
of a job that you’re particularly
proud of and why?
Kirsty: Well to be totally honest,
I am proud of all the work that
we produce. It all started with
bringing stationery in-house,
after purchasing the digital
press. Our workload for internal
departments has increased
ever since. The University
offers translated copies of
communications to be requested
and we're in a great place to print
short runs on demand.
From my point of view, any work I
get to design is something
I am proud of. I particularly enjoy
jobs with a positive function
such as some recent A5 leaflets
for staff that highlight the issues
of dementia.

 Mark Barrett on the guillotine
 Cardiff University business cards.
Typeset by Kirsty, and produced
digitally in-house on the Xerox
Versant 80 in more appropriate
quantities than previously procured
externally. Welsh on the front,
English on the reverse. On this rare
occasion the Welsh job title is a
similar length to the English

Communications
and Marketing
Cyfathrebu
a Marchnata

Barry Diamond
Uwch-ddylunydd a Rheolwr Brand

Prifysgol Caerdydd
3ydd Llawr, Tŷ Friary, Heol y Brodyr Llwydion, Caerdydd, CF10 3AE, Cymru, DU
Ffôn +44(0)29 2087 0094 E-bost DiamondB@caerdydd.ac.uk
www.caerdydd.ac.uk

Barry Diamond
Senior Designer and Brand Manager

Cardiff University
3rd Floor, Friary House, Greyfriars Road, Cardiff, CF10 3AE, Wales, UK

I also take great pride in saving
the university money. This
year, I’m pleased to say, we’re
producing the Recognition of
Service and the Celebration
of Excellence Awards brochures
internally – not only saving
money for our professional
services departments, but also
showcasing the quality of print
we can produce in-house now.

come to us for binding,
laminating and stationery sales.

Are you responsible for central

How has your University

print purchasing including

benefited from ACPME

the prospectus?

membership?

No. Neither are staff mandated to
come to us for print through
a central print policy.

I’ve had some sensible advice
from members. Their help gave
me confidence to tender for
and purchase the right machinery
for us to start our journey into
the world of print.

Are you responsible for
the university’s MFD fleet?
We manage the Library machines
only. Schools buy their own MFDs
and ‘piggyback’ on the PaperCut
software.
Do you offer self-service or
while you wait services?
Yes. We offer while you wait
printing, copying, binding, and
laminating.
We are currently only offering
output from the digital press
to Schools. Our wide format
customers are an even mixture
of staff and students. Students

What’s next for your unit?
Once you buy new equipment
you find that you still cannot
do everything with it. So we
are considering kit that will
supplement the service we
offer i.e. a folding machine,
an eyelet punch.

What did you gain from attending
your first ACPME conference?
Personally, a bit more confidence
that if I have a question there
will be someone who has the/an
answer.
One of the things that resonated
with me in Glasgow was that
everyone seems to have a firm
grasp of income and expenditure
from their units. We have some
work to do before we can say
the same. It is definitely a work
in progress 
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NEW KIT ACROSS
YOUR NETWORK
It's great to hear what new equipment you've been investing in, what your
plans are and what new services you're branching into. Here's a handful of the
developments you've told us about. Got new equipment too? Let ACPME know.
It'll help other members know what you can offer and to see where
partnerships might
be formed.

 Print & Copy
Bureau at the
University of Leeds
have introduced a
range of Ricoh digital
printing equipment
to bring more work
in-house. The team's
new services: a spot
varnish and white
ink facility, plus an
extended range of
new textured papers,
synthetic materials
and the ability
to print on 100%
recycled paper

 University of
Southampton have
recently invested in an
Océ Arizona 1260XT.
It will allow full mixedmedia campaigns to
be produced including
rigid displays, banners,
window cling, backlits,
etc., to service a range
of internal and external
customer needs

 The University of
Brighton have just
opened a new satellite
print service on their
Eastbourne campus.
Here's Tim & Lorna on
their open day with a
Canon Colourwave 650
and an Imagepress 700

 Lancaster
University have
bought an Epson 3000
Photo Drylab to bring
graduation prints back
in-house

 SOAS have
just started a new five
year deal via NEPA
with Canon. Two
(IR ADV 7570i) colour
machines and an
(IR ADV 8505) mono,
with additional paper
decks in the Print
Room. Their fleet was
also renewed with 89
mixed Canon
MFDs across four
campus buildings

 John Heatrick
– Reprographics
Technician at
Bishop Grosseteste
University with the
first square back
booklet off their new
Morgana BM350.

 David Russell
with Robert Gordon
University’s Matrix
laminating system
and foiling machine

BGU have also
invested in a Morgana
Digi Pro for folding,
creasing and
perforation, and a Foil
Xpress for gold and
silver foiling

 Cardiff
Metropolitan
University purchased
a Roland LEF-20
UV printer (through
Grafitype) in
February. They plan
to use it for printed
merchandise (e.g.
pens, memory sticks,
golf balls), signage
and embossed
dissertation covers,
and signage including

door signs, although
since it’ll print
on any material
it’s really down to
their customers’
imagination!
At time of receiving
the photos it
was printing Hot
Chocolate Christmas
Gift Tins for one
of their external
customers

 Sheffield Hallam
University invested in
new Canon printers
this year (VP10000C,
VP750, 6160), plus the
latest Watkiss stitcher
with automatic feed
and delivery

 The University
of Leicester have
just invested in
a giant Mimaki
flat bed printer
(JFX200-2531)
to work alongside
the university's
£500 million
investment of
its estate

 Allan Macdougall
and Robert Gordon
University’s Roland
TrueVis VG-540 large
format colour printer

 UWE Bristol
Printing & Stationery
Services took
delivery of a Canon
VP10000C colour
printer in June
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MOST OF ALL WE’RE

FRIENDLY
staff at USW

Welsh singing supremo Peter Davey, University
of South Wales Print and Design Manager,
and former ACPME (UPMG) executive member,
chats about his career in design and print, DSF
and how ACPME membership has provided his
team with an endless supply of support.

equivalent FTE in Print & Design

Tell me about your own journey

30,000
3,000
nine
one
four
three
180
one MIS
students at USW

campus print facility

digital presses

large format machines

machines in MFD fleet

Tharstern Small Print

The conferences are brilliant, you always come away
with new ideas and that sense of relief in a way that
other managers are going through the same issues
and challenges that you are. The knowledge-sharing
and ideas we’ve gained from ACPME membership
have certainly helped us to develop our unit.

two
storefronts
one for staff, another for students
(DSF) running monthly reports

into design and print?
My journey into Print and Design
started in 1979, after completing
a BTEC Business Studies Course
in a local FE college. There was
an opportunity to join the print
unit at the Polytechnic of Wales.
The equipment comprised of two
AB Dicks, a Rotaprint press and
a Xerox 9200 copier.
I enrolled on the City & Guilds
Reprographics Techniques
course at the Cardiff Printing
School, on day-release once
a week, and I loved it.
Five years later, I had the
opportunity to apply for the
Deputy Print Manager’s role and
was successful. My journey then
moved into typesetting. We had
an Apple Mac in the late 80s
and Agfa Imagesetter. Much of
the early work was producing the
university’s adverts for the local
papers and this expanded into
true graphic design shortly after
we were given University status
in 1992.

In 2010 I stepped into Clive
Morgan’s shoes and became
USW Print and Design Manager.
Thinking back over the last 38
years we have gone through many
name changes, here are a few…
Print Room, Reprographics,
Repro Centre, Glamorgan Print
and now USW Print and Design.
Is your unit’s focus on staff
or students?
Both. But our services to
students have increased with
the introduction of our Campus
Shop. Our Premium Bookbinding
Service is really taking off and
we see this as a growth area.
What’s been the key to your
unit’s success?
We have a great print team who
are professional, knowledgeable
but most of all friendly. It’s all
about delivering a professional
‘value for money’ service and, of
course, the support and advice
we give our staff and students.

 Peter Davey amidst
the merchandise in
the busy Treforest
Campus shop. The
team sell a wide range
of art supplies and
branded materials in
addition to printing
and binding services
 Barrie Davies
perfect binding on the
Morgana Digibook
450. One of a range
of binding options
available on campus

MEMBER PROFILE

at a glance
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Tell me the best investment or
decision you ever made?

Can you give an example of a

It has to be the decision to
expand our wide format. We’ve
moved into banners, pull-up
banners, window graphics.

particularly proud of and why?

What new equipment have
you invested in?
Two years ago we invested in our
high-volume digital printers. This
included a Ricoh 5 colour digital
press and EFI Digital Storefront.
With our University merging with
the University in Newport it was
essential for us to expand our
services to these campuses and
we embarked in marketing DSF.
How are you planning to expand
your services?
Like most universities we have
just gone through a restructure,
as a result of this we have closed
our satellite unit on our Cardiff
Campus and now offering selfservice wide format printing there
and marketing our services via
our online store.
Do you have a creative offering?
Yes, we have a team of three
full-time graphic designers.
Are you the only design team
on campus?
Yes we are, but our Marketing
Department also have a bank
of external design agencies who
they use on a regular basis. This
can sometimes be infuriating as
they could be using our skills for
more of the creative work.

campaign/project that you’re

For a number of years we tried
to acquire the design work for
the UG and PG prospectuses but
were never given the opportunity.
Around six years ago we were
finally given the chance to firstly
design the PG version. This was
so successful that we now design
both in-house – liaising closely
with our Marketing Department to
ensure all deadlines are met.
We have received excellent
feedback for this work.
We’ve also been working on our
own marketing materials, giving
us more of an identity while trying
to plan advertising campaigns
to suit various times of the
year. All of this work was run in
conjunction with the launch of
our online store. We make full
use of the digital screens across
all campuses to advertise and
promote ourselves and use
social media such as Instagram
to attract student attention.
Do you undertake external work?
Yes, we do undertake external
work, mainly via our in-house
design team. However, internal
University projects always take
priority for us.
It is always good to have the
opportunity to work on something
other than University materials.
It gives us the chance to be more
creative and not to have to stick
to corporate guidelines.
Is this seen as a growth area?
We have seen a growth in
external work over the past few
years and get repeat work from

customers on a regular basis.
We design and print work for
a number of schools and also
corporate identities for new and
expanding companies, who are
always pleased with the service
and professionalism they receive
from us.

 USW Design &
Print marketing
materials
 Students in the
busy Treforest
Campus shop with
Peter and Gareth
Gardner behind the
counter
 Peter manning the
Ricoh 7100 digital
5-colour press. All
staff are cross-trained
to run any machine.
There are no jokes
about ‘How many
designers does it take
to run a guillotine’
at USW

We try to advise customers on
text content, suggesting the best
marketing materials and offering
them other means of advertising
that perhaps they had not
thought of.

 University of South
Wales Graduation
Ceremony booklet is
an example of 'tilt
and turn'.

Our largest external growth
area is probably in personalised
wedding stationery, we arrange
an initial meeting with clients to
discuss their requirements and
are able to give additional ideas
and now offer a wide range of
stocks. We are gaining lots of
work via word of mouth and we
advertise internally to both staff
and students.

One printed piece is
more elegant than
separate English and
Welsh versions on
guest's seats. It's a
weighty document.

Do you have a web-to-print portal?
In 2015 we purchased (DSF)
Digital Storefront from a third
party supplier. As we are multisited University, with our furthest
campus being 18 miles away, it
was essential that we could offer
an online solution to our services
which was quick and easy to
use. We wanted the storefront
to have three skins (fronts),
staff, students and external
customers.
How was the implementation
and training?
We received three days training
which was in a classroom
environment with six members
of the print room staff attending.
It is essential that you start
configuring your storefront as
soon as the training finishes.

We make full use
of the digital screens across
all campuses to advertise
and promote ourselves
and use social media such
as Instagram to attract
student attention.

USW Design & Print
promotional materials
outside the shop
during Freshers Week
 Barrie Davies
perfect binding books
 Designers Kath
Gould and Gerwyn
Davies trying to keep
straight faces when
asked to do the pointy
design thing
 It was school halfterm when we swung
up the A470
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In August this year,
yes nearly two years
later, we have a
store front which are
very proud of and
is available to both
staff and students.

Do not under-estimate the
volume of work involved in getting
the storefront up and running.
Our colleague Alison Parsons
has played a huge part in getting
the online shop completed. She
has worked tirelessly in making
sure all the information on the
site is correct.
As we have a retail shop, every
item which we sell in our shop
had to be photographed and
uploaded to the site. After three
months work and our designers
providing the graphics we had
the basic storefront complete.
Did you pilot test your storefront
with Staff?
We did. We chose our Newport
Campus and delivered a training
session with staff and piloted
it over a 3 month period. Initial
feedback was good with staff
informing us what they thought

 Designers Kath and
Gerwyn opening their
Digital Store Front

worked and what didn’t work, it’s
very much a continuous process.
How did you market your
new online store front?
We advertised via our internal
staff portal ‘the hub’ and on our
digital screens which are in our
libraries and reception areas.
We also send an email out to any
new member of staff, advertising
our services and welcoming them
to the University.
Have you now gone live with
your storefront?
In August this year, yes nearly
two years later, we have a store
front which we are very proud
of and is available to both staff
and students.
One of the biggest issues was
integrating with our card payment
supplier this took a few months
to iron out but we got there in the

 Barrie from
between the large
format rolls

end. We are regularly receiving
customer feedback and tweaking
the store on a weekly basis.

reporting and emptying our print
credit kiosks where students top
their print credit up.

Are you responsible for central

Have you seen any shifts in

print purchasing including

your unit’s activity recently?

the prospectus?

The biggest shift in activity is
in our vinyl graphic display area
with increased work for pull-up
banners, outdoor vinyls and
more recently window graphics.

For any work we design inhouse which we do not have the
capacity to print in-house, we
obtain three external quotations
from a preferred printer
list. However our Marketing
Department manages our
prospectus printing as these
go out to tender through our
procurement department.
Are you responsible for
managing the MFD fleet?
Yes, we have 180 MFDs spread
over four campuses, we have
one full time member of staff
managing service calls, toner and
paper deliveries, end of month

Do you offer self-service or
while you wait services?
Our print room is in a great
location on our main campus in
the library, we offer printing and
tape, ring and wiro binding while
you wait, our premium hard case
binding service carries a 24 or
48 hour turnaround.
Our students and staff have
access to self-service MFDs in
departments and in our library.

What are your team’s

How has your University

greatest strengths?

benefited from

Supporting our students
and staff.

ACPME membership?

Our design team have a great
working relationship with our
Marketing and Communications
Department which is essential
in the planning of work.
The digital team have a 'getting
things done' work ethic which
again is essential in supporting
staff and students.
Our self-service print
administrator manages our
departmental and student fleet
which can be very challenging
with 180 devices over four
campuses, managing service
calls, toner and paper requests
and end-of-month reporting
to the faculty and department
business managers.

Our University has been a
member of the ACPME since the
early 90s and have attended
nearly all the conferences with
the first one being in Exeter in
1997. The membership has
certainly grown over the years,
it’s like a family unit. It’s great
to be part of and to have an
endless supply of help and
support if you have a problem.
The conferences are brilliant,
you always come away with new
ideas and that sense of relief in
a way that other managers are
going through the same issues
and challenges that you are.
The knowledge-sharing and
ideas we’ve gained from ACPME
membership have certainly
helped us to develop our unit 

TEAM PROFILE | FOCUS ON IN-HOUSE PHOTOGRAPHY
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Stephen McCann, Head of Photographic
and Print Units, at The University of
Glasgow discusses the devolopment
of their multi-faceted and unique
photography service

The range of work The University
of Glasgow Photographic Unit
currently produce includes:
• Graduation photography
• Event photography
• Conference photography
• Promotional photography
(e.g. prospectus and marketing
publications)
• Academic research support
photography
• International Location photography
• Medical photography

There has been a dedicated
Photographic Unit within the
University of Glasgow since
1955 which complimented the
faculty or college specialist
photographers working in
Physics, Chemistry, Botany, and
Anatomy and Medical Illustration.
The unit started life in a
purpose-built area, full of nooks
and crannies for darkrooms
and a large studio space for
Photography. It was a fully
functioning professional
photographic colour lab and
we developed and printed all
our own transparencies,
negatives and prints.

We embraced the digital
revolution, evolving from using
single-use full, half and quarter
plate glass and emulsion (film)
negatives to 35mm and 120
medium format roll film in 1980.
I miss the magic of that era of
photography – putting a blank
sheet of photographic paper
into a tray of chemicals and, as
if by magic, watching an image
appear. My hands, however, do
not and the many skin irritations
and dermatitis conditions are
well left in the past.
Digital technology advanced
rapidly and in 2004 we became
fully digital, removing the need
for all our darkrooms and wet
processing.
I would say the unit here is
unique. Its photographers offer

• Forensic photography
• Aerial photography
• Product photography
• VIP guest visit photography

 A layout shot of
as part of our 'World
Changers' campaign.
Moa Schafer,
Business school
student, donated her
57cm long hair to
charity and raised £2K

• Student teaching and practical
demonstrations as part of
coursework
• Student lifestyle and
engagement photography
• Studio portraiture
• Creative environmental portraiture
• Architectural photography
(buildings and campus grounds)

 Marketing image for
a graduation brochure

• Large group photography (ranging
from a few up to several hundred)

 Research image
for a prospectus
supporting science

• Cultural heritage photography

 Snow scene in
Scotland! Well I never.
A view of our Iconic
tower (Gilbert Scott
Building reminiscent
of Hogwarts)
overlooking the city
 Creative publicity
shot – supporting the
study of mosquito's
and malaria at the
University

• Mass volume digitisation of
collections
• Hunterian Museum and Art Gallery
photography (including paintings,
sculptures and artefacts)
• Digitisation of the Library’s Special
Collection of medieval manuscripts
• University Archive department’s
business archive (archive
collections of plans, drawings,
posters and documents)
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Clockwise:
Guest lecturer Don Leslie
lecturing Adam Smith
Business School students
Dentistry 2017 official
group photograph
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Vincent Deighan (or Frank
Quietly), comic book artist,
receiving his honorary degree
at Commemoration Day
in June 2017

A selection of images from
The Hunterian Museum and
Art Gallery’s Mackintosh
House visitor attraction
located here at the University

Environmental portrait of
Mrs Ann Allen, Director of
Estates and Commercial
Services, promoting the
£1billion spend on our
new campus
The Cloisters – part of the
iconic Gilbert Scott Building

Our customers trust us to deliver
million pound contracts

 Another of our
'World Changers'.
Chloe Walsh –
ambition to remove
stigma of mental
health
 Library shot
– academics
researching the
historical thesaurus
of English
Main image: death
mask of Voltaire
from the Hunterian
Collection
 Sunset over
the iconic Gilbert
Scott Building
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 Original plans
of the Gilbert
Scott Building
photographed and
digitised by us
 Gilbert Scott
Building at dusk
looking over
Glasgow
 The Lusitania
on her sea trials.
Image digitised
from a 12”x10”
glass plate
negative – part of
the John Brown
Shipyard Archive
which is located in
the University
 A Roman stone
sympathetically
photographed
to show all its
markings as part
of the Hunterian
Museum and Art
Gallery. (William
Hunters collection
is located at the
University)
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a professional photographic service to
all aspects of the University and its wider
partners. Our multi-skilled team
of photographers are quite different
from our predecessors who served a
single faculty or college and focussed
solely in that specialised field. Now they
work seamlessly across all areas of the
University and with its wider partners.
The Photographic Unit faces similar
challenges to the Print Unit, with
outsourcing being a constant challenge.
When departments have a budget to
spend as they like, with no real policy to
stop outsourcing …well…you all know the
story. It’s common across the HE sector.

Creative photographic data

Like many of you, I welcome the
challenges outsourcing brings. It forces us
to be competitive, relevant, top quality and
up-to-date. However, if you are not given
a chance or reason as to why outsourcing
is preferred, it can become dangerously
demotivating for your unit and staff.
The timelines below illustrate how the
size and scale of our image capture
activity has grown over the last decade.
We also have four very large fire-proof
cabinets in storage that house the unit’s
1955–2005 negative store, containing
a cool million or so individual negatives
waiting to be digitised.

Cultural heritage digitisation

Year

Data

No. of images

No. of projects

Year

Data

2006

95Gb

25,000

284

2011

350Gb

2007

200Gb

40,000

331

2012

510Gb

2008

280Gb

57,000

373

2013

700Gb

2009

400Gb

66,000

379

2014

825Gb

2010

570Gb

104,000

310

2015

1.26Tb

125

2011

849Gb

125,000

289

2016

2.53Tb

170

2012

702Gb

116,000

383

2017* 2.40Tb

131

2013

1.1Tb

148,000

441

*so far with Dec to go

2014

1.3Tb

158,000

430

2015

1.3Tb

162,000

486

2016

1.2Tb

167,000

436

2017* 1.0Tb

125,000

400

*so far with Dec to go

No. of projects

For the Geeks among you
We use many camera systems
to deliver show-stopping images
including Nikon and Canon
35mm DSLR cameras.
We also have a medium-format
Hasselblad H4D. It has a
50 Multishot* (MS) 50 Mega
Pixel Sensor
• Raw file (single-shot FFF file,
80Mb, 9000 X 6000 Pixels.
When converted to a full-size TIFF
file, 145Mb (A1 size @ 300dpi)

We work collaboratively with
our University’s wider partners.
Our projects include many
funded by commercial groups,
other institutions, funding
councils and grant applicators.
The experience, knowledge and
reputation gained from these
projects has proved invaluable
to our growth. Our customers
trust us to deliver million pound
contracts 

The Digitisation part of the unit
has successfully won the following
large-scale contracts:
• The Welcome-funded Modern
Genetics project included some
60,683 photographs being shot
over a 1 year period using 1.95Tb
of data storage and 2 full time
digitisers and a Project Manager
completed 2013.
• David Livingstone’s collection
of Notebooks, Diaries, Journals
and Maps for an online resource
working in collaboration with the
University of Nebraska
• The full University of Glasgow REF
submission in 2014
• Early Cinema Scotland Project
• Anchor Line Restaurant Project in
Glasgow

•Raw File (multi-shot FFF file,
290Mb, 9000 X 6000 Pixels.
When converted to a full-size TIFF
file, 145Mb (A1 size @ 300dpi)

• Erskine Hospital Records
• Scottish Opera News for upload to
the Theatre Royal Heritage Website
• The long-running Incunabula Project
– successfully completed in 2015

*Multishot exposes each of the
Red, Green & Blue channels
individually before registering
them together precisely to avoid
moiré or colour noise, which
increases quality and sharpness
of images.

Digitisation of Mental
Healthcare archives

Should anyone need advice,
information or are interested
in any of our services please
get in touch:
Stephen.McCann@glasgow.ac.uk
+44(0)141 330 8373

In August 2014 the Unit began work
on the Digitisation Mental Healthcare
Records project, funded by the
Wellcome Trust. It was completed in
April 2017. Selected material from the
archives of two psychiatric institutions,
Gartnavel Royal and Crichton Royal,
will generate 360,000 digital images
and 14TB of data. These digitised
records will be accessible via the
Wellcome Digital Library – supporting
the University’s vision of enhancing
research strengths
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events SNAPSHOTS
SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP

DRONES
The latest ACPME SIG started
with a tour of the award-winning
Lancaster Design, Photography
and Print (DPP), then open
discussion. Conversation flowed
from topics such as procurement
of external photography to how to
bring graduation photography and
associated lab printing in-house.
Steve Thomas then detailed
what’s involved in setting up a
chargeable drone photography
service. He outlined costs
of hardware, insurance and
the training involved to get a
commercial drone pilot’s license.
Steve talked about the ease of
flying a drone to take video and
still images, plus the common
sense considerations / laws
which apply. He showed some of
the great footage that he’s taken
and humorous videos that reveal
what can go wrong if you don’t
follow the drone code.

REGIONAL
MEETING
5 September saw a host of
ACPME members from across
the UK flock to the Heart of
England for what was billed
as a 'Regional Meeting' at
Birmingham City University.
Justin Gough, Print, Post &
Transport Manager, was pleased
to welcome teams from South
Wales and the South Coast – as
well as close neighbours. A lively
day saw visits to the BCU print
centre and round table sharing
of issues/advice. As always
everyone left with useful tips
and a feeling of being part of
a thriving friendly network 

It was a great meeting well
planned, it is always really useful
to meet and discuss current
issues and your presentation
certainly opened discussions
and helped us to understand
some of the common challenges
we face in universities.
I look forward to hearing more
about your progress in the next
few months.
Rebecca Bloyce
Cardiff Metropolitan University

IPEX

Half of the
group on their
tour of the new
BCU facilities

The afternoon was planned to
start with hands-on flying, but
sadly drizzle put paid to playing
with Steve’s toys. Instead Steve
demonstrated how controllable
and powerful the drone is taking
off and landing and shooting
video indoors.

AND A DIP
INTO VIDEO

Lots of tips were shared including
advice on what to check if you’re
commissioning external drone
footage. Suppliers must have: a
licence to operate as commercial
pilots (their status should always
be checked online at caa.co.uk),
a full risk assessment for the day,
their operations manual and valid
insurance certificate.
Next came Martin Parker, who
shared how to get the most
out Adobe Creative Cloud by
making use of the bundled apps:
Portfolio – with links to Behance
– and Spark with cloud storage.
Martin demonstrated how an
impactful and responsive website
and galleries can be created
intuitively in minutes, with drag
and drop, and how these can
be used to publish the popular
creative platform Behance for
portfolios. Martin discussed
RGU’s use of Zenfolio as a wellpriced and powerful online image
repository for staff.
He also shared his workflow
in Adobe Lightroom and how
various presets can be used
to stunning effect.

Photography and video
Held Friday 10 November 2017
at Lancaster University

The last session of the day saw
Liam Treacy, receptionist and
videographer, talking about how
the energised Lancaster team
are dipping their toe into video.
From talking heads and lecture
recording to more creative
projects. The team recognise
there’s a gap between the prices
departments are able to pay and
the prices that external agencies
are charging for promotional
video work that the in-house
team can fulfil.
Before we left Steve, showed
examples of their new
photography dry lab.
A full and friendly knowledge
sharing event 
The next photography SIG is
being planned for The University
of Glasgow – early Spring 2018
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ADVERTISE

HERE
Our magazine is
delivered to 1,200
creative and print
professionals across
the UK HE sector.
Ensure our readers are
best informed about
your company’s hottest
products and latest
news…
The next issue will
be published early
March 2018.
Booking deadline:
Mon 24 January 2018
Call 07872 417028
or contact
comms@acpme.ac.uk

WANT TO
BE IN THE

LIMELIGHT?
Read about others in
this issue and want to
tell the world about
what you do, what your
team are working on…?
Give Darren a holler:
comms@acpme.ac.uk
Remember that units
come in all shapes and
sizes. You don’t need to
have monster presses
or huge teams to
feature. There’ll be other
teams similar to yours
within the membership,
keen to hear what you
have to say and to hear
how you’re tackling
challenges.

DATES FOR YOUR

YOUR BOARD OF DIRECTORS

ACPME Board meetings

CHAIR SIMON HAMPTON-MATTHEWS

JUSTIN GOUGH

University of the West of England

Birmingham City University

0117 328 4673

0121 331 7758

simon.hampton-matthews@uwe.ac.uk

imh3@leicester.ac.uk

VICE CHAIR JANINE BARRACLOUGH

IAN HICKMAN

University of Sheffield

University of Leicester

0114 222 4007

0116 223 1515

j.l.barraclough@sheffield.ac.uk

imh3@leicester.ac.uk

SECRETARY ALISON FREER

STEPHEN MCCANN

Loughborough University

University of Glasgow

01509 222190

0141 330 3116

a.j.freer@lboro.ac.uk

Stephen.McCann@glasgow.ac.uk

TREASURER STEVE REDDING

LORNA MCKANNA-MAULKIN

If you have an idea for a SIG meeting and/
or would like to host an event please
email Alison: a.j.freer@lboro.ac.uk

SOAS, University of London

University of Brighton

020 7898 4066

01273 642790

sr54@SOAS.AC.UK

L.Mckanna-Maulkin@brighton.ac.uk

Showcasing your work

ACPME SCOTTISH CHAIR
MARTIN PARKER

IAN WILCOX

Robert Gordon University

023 8033 4645

01224 262942

i.wilcox@soton.ac.uk

DIARY

Your Board will be meeting on
14 & 15 March 2018. If you have any
topics you would like discussed or
suggestions, please send them to
Alison for inclusion at the meeting.
a.j.freer@lboro.ac.uk
Scottish ACPME meetings
University of Edinburgh,
13 December 2018
The date and venue of next meeting
is to be confirmed. Watch out for the
emails. All ACPME members are welcome.
For details contact Martin:
m.parker@rgu.ac.uk
2018 Annual Conference
Dunston Hall, Norwich
3–6 June 2018
Book early to avoid disappointment.
Complete the booking form enclosed
(reverse of the cover sheet) or
visit www.acpme.ac.uk
Trade shows
Sign + Digital
The largest annual showcase for
the visual communications sector
24–26 April 2018
NEC, Birmingham
www.signuk.com

FOLLOW US

FESPA
The largest international wide format
event. Encompassing screen, digital
and textile print
15–17 May 2018
Berlin, Germany
www.fespa.com

Follow ACPME on social
media to see what’s going
on, what we’re planning
and how to be involved:

Email the membership if you
are planning to attend and meet
for a chat and a coffee.

KNOW US, LIKE US

/acpme.ac.uk
@acpme_uk

Special Interest Group Meetings
Photography & video,
The University of Glasgow
Date tbc – most likely March 2018
If you're interested in photography or
video Stephen this is a great opportunity
to network, to share tips and to take part
in an interactive workshop.
Give hosting a go – you just need to be
prepared to table a discussion or present
briefly. It will showcase your University
and get you known to the group. Some
costs may be covered by ACPME.
They’re a great way to hear what others
are doing and to network with like-minded
members facing similar challenges.

Remember ACPME Awards span a
whole year. You should have some
work in the drawer ready for submission.
Start thinking about your entries for
each category now.

University of Southampton

m.parker@rgu.ac.uk

Your opportunity to travel
Every year, ACPME sends a member to
ACUP’s conference and another member
to NIPPA’s conference. If you’d like to
travel and are keen to represent our
network overseas in 2018, email Simon:
chair@acpme.ac.uk
To discover more about our partner
associations overseas visit:
www.acup-edu.org
(Conference: 29 April – 3 May 2018,
Lake Tahoe)
and
www.nippa.com.au

Administrator / conference organiser

Communications officer

ROY STARES

DARREN LEWIS

admin@acpme.ac.uk

comms@acpme.ac.uk

07860 722552

07872 417028

STOP PRESS: MEMBERS SCOOP MORE

PRINT INDUSTRY AWARDS
Loughborough University recently collected Best Multi-Channel
Communication at the Digital Printer Awards 2017 – beating
household names, such as Kit Kat, to the top spot.
If you're going to enter the ACPME Awards why not enter other
awards competitions too? You've already written the submission
and here's further proof you can make waves outside Higher
Education circles too. Great for your team and for your university.
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ANNUAL
CONFERENCE
Fit for the future
join us at Dunston Hall, Norwich
3–6 June 2018

G
b

/acpme.ac.uk |

@acpme_uk | www.acpme.ac.uk

#ACPMEConf2018 | Book your place now

